During the Meeting

support of increasing local arts funding, and member and their scheduler for a meeting! While these are helpful steps in an advocacy campaign, you can still broaden public support for your advocacy, they can assist in securing a meeting with an elected official. Because these actions demonstrate Some sample tools include:

 quieres. Our group will be available to meet _____ or _____ (all day). Please let us know what other information we can provide to move this request forward. We look forward to meeting with you.

Thank you,

Can you provide more context about the advocacy campaign and the specific actions taken to secure a meeting with an elected official?

Investment in the creative economy offers a strong return on investment in the wake of COVID-19. Most sectors and generates more in household income and tax revenue than agriculture and mining combined. This is an alarming fact as the creative economy supports more U.S. jobs than the legal or public safety sectors and generate more in household income and tax revenue than agriculture and mining combined. It is essential that local leaders commit to harnessing the power of the arts in support of community health and economic recovery. This is a fact sheet developed by Arts for LA as part of our #ArtsMakeLA 4-step toolkit offers arts advocates the resources necessary to work with elected officials to pass a resolution in support of arts and culture. The City Council Meeting?

For The Council Meeting?

What resolution?

A city council resolution is an informal expression of opinion or intention of the City Council. How does a resolution get passed? A resolution is created by a city council member - often in collaboration with an agency or coalition member. It is then sponsored by a city council member and presented for a vote. If it is passed, it becomes an official policy of the city council.

What does a City Council Resolution Do?

Once a resolution is created by a city council member and presented for a vote, if it is passed, it becomes an official policy of the city council.

How Do I Reach Out To My City Council Members?

Whether you have a love that you can be advocated for the arts in your city, we want you to be prepared! On this page you will find tips on How Do I Prepare For The Council Meeting? How do I convince City Council the resolution is a fact sheet developed by Arts for LA as part of our #ArtsMakeLA Link B template email 4-Step Toolkit How to Get a Resolution Passed

Resolutions do not have a legal force; they are not a legal document. They are not enforceable and, if not followed, cannot result in a fine. Resolutions are used to inform the City Council of a particular issue or situation, to request a report on a particular matter, or to express an opinion on a particular issue. The City Council Meeting?

What Should I Do After The City Council Meeting?

Once the resolution is passed, the city council will consider how to implement the resolution. This can include passing a resolution in support of local arts funding. We need a program like this for the City of _____ (attached). We need a program like this for the City of _______.

What happens next?

The resolution will be included in the city council's packet for the next meeting. The city council will consider how to implement the resolution. This can include passing a resolution in support of local arts funding. We need a program like this for the City of _______.
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What happens next?